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Editorial

May the Light be with us
Hello! Hi! Namaskara!
Hope all of you are in good health and
fine photographic spirits. This pandemic is
slowly dying down and it is a good reason
for us to do our best, what we love the most
Photography!
Friends, at the outset, I would like to
highlight that the ‘Festival of Lights’ and
‘Tulasi pooja’ were celebrated with a lot of
joy and fewer crackers across the city. The
pollution was at its lowest this time, good
weather for us to stay peaceful. With these
festivals gone by, we are now celebrating
the month of ‘Karteeka maasa’, another
festival of light. Light is a must for our lives
as well as for our photography. I dedicate
this month to all photo lovers.
We had two good programmes in
November and being the month of
‘Karnataka Rajyotsava', we wanted to have
these programmess in Kannada. Mr A G
Gangadhar spoke about the macro subject
while yours faithfully gave a presentation
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on ‘Karnataka Vaibhava’ showcasing
images of Karnataka, along with a brief
note about its history.

only lady member to achieve this. A big
congratulations to her and wish her many
more accolades.

Judging of the historical YPS international
salon 2020 was held with a record number
of entries, breaking our own record of last
year. This year, it is incredibly special, in
many ways. We had world-class judges
from different countries with each one
of them judging only one section. There
were 4 ladies, three of them judging the
colour open section. According to all the
judges, the software which was developed
exclusively for this salon was of the highest
standard, thanks to the mastermind, Mr
Murali Santhanam and all others who
supported him. We are planning out the
International Salon Exhibition and will
intimate details through broadcast soon.

We have so far won 170 ‘Best club awards’
in photography salons, out of which 91 are
from this calendar year alone. I strongly
feel that we will hit a century, which will be
a national record; keeping fingers crossed.
I see a very bright future for YPS.

I am happy to announce that our member
Ms Anitha Mysore, has been awarded the
distinction of EFIP/g for her portfolio of
beautiful colour pictures, and she is the
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Winter has arrived, the best season for
misty weather, and dewdrops. A nice
morning walk in parks will fetch you good
images of flowers, and butterflies with a lot
of dewdrops. Why don’t you try?
Ok friends, it is time to say ‘Merry Christmas’
to all. Enjoy life.
Be happy and stay safe.
H Satish

MFIAP, MICS, ARPS, cMoL,
GPA.PESGSPC, Hon FICS, Hon MFIP
(Nature), Hon CPE, Hon PESGSPC,
Hon ECPA,Hon FLAS, Hon FWPAI,
Hon FSAP, Hon PSP, Hon YPS
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Spotlight

K A Suryaprakash
Mr K A Suryaprakash was born in the famous
temple town of Halebeedu in Karnataka
and is settled in Bengaluru. He developed
an interest in photography during his
high school days and used to click nature
pictures on an Agfa Click-III camera during
the school excursions. When in preuniversity, his father gifted him a Yashica
MF-2 camera. He usually shot sunrise and
sunset, his favourite subjects and got much
appreciation and encouragement from his
family and friends.
After college, he
started
working
for a reputed
automotive parts
manufacturer and
soon bought a
Fuji SLR camera.
He started travel
photography and
took up covering the beautiful Hoysala
temples found in his native district, Hassan.
He says they were just photographs, and
he had no knowledge of lighting and
composition. Attracted by a report on YPS
national salon in a magazine, he became a
member of the Society. He says that was a
turning point in his photographic journey.
He learnt about lighting, composition, and
printing from the stalwarts in YPS. Those
outings and learning took his photography
skills to a different level and he entered
the field of art photography including
pictorial, wildlife, travel, and other genres.
His pictures have been exhibited in many
national and international photography
salons and won several awards. He has
served as a jury member in state level
photography contests.

Tigers © K A Suryaprakash

After working for a few years in the
automotive industry, he took up
photography as a full time career, which
he is into even today, under the brand
name ‘Darpan’. After seeing good success
in photography salons, he once met Dr
D Veerendra Heggade, Dharmadhikari,
Sri Kshetra Dharmasthala. Dr Heggade
appreciated his pictures and invited him
to train the youth in Rural Development
and Self Employment Training Institute
(RUDSETI) founded by Dr Heggade. The
noble work that Suryaprakash started more
than two decades ago as a visiting faculty is
continuing even now. He has trained many
youths in other Rural Employment Training
Institutes also and conducted several
workshops on photography. Thus, he has
trained over 14,000 youths in photography
and enabled them to take it up as their
career.

He says, this work has given him utmost
gratification in life, which is more than any
other accolade or award he has won. No
wonder, after hearing the words of gratitude
from the beneficiaries of his training in a
convention held during the silver jubilee
of RUDSETI, he stopped participating in
photography salons. However, he continues
to make pictorial, wildlife, travel, and other
pictures.
A Life Member of YPS, Suryaprakash has
served the Society as its secretary for
two terms, as an executive committee
member and as chairman of national salon
organizing committees. He is also an active
member of Rotary International and is
instrumental in organizing photography
exhibitions. He is a member of FIP and IIPC
too.
Several organizations have honoured
Suryaprakash with awards and accolades
for his immense contribution to the field
of photography and enabling thousands of
youths to embrace it for their livelihood.
“Photography is an art, science,
and commerce too. One who
understands these aspects
well, will become a successful
photographer. There is no failure
in the field of photography. It can
provide sustainable livelihood
and
a
fulfilling
career.”
- K A Suryaprakash

- V Madhusudana D Rao AFIAP, cMoL

Rituals of Rural Karnataka © K A Suryaprakash
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Photography
Legends of
Karnataka

M Y Ghorpade

M Y Ghorpade FRPS, MFIAP (1931-2011)
‘Tusker in rain’ is one of the most
remarkable images in the history of
wildlife photography in India. It became
a dream image aspired by a generation
of photographers pursuing the art of
wildlife photography in India. The author
of this iconic image was late Murarirao
Yeshwantrao Ghorpade FRPS, MFIAP, a direct
descendant of the royal family of the
princely state of Sandur in Bellary district,
Karnataka.
Nature has a magnetic effect on those
who interact closely with it. Mr Ghorpade
in his younger days, roamed the jungles
of Sandur observing nature and wildlife.
This fascination for the wild was instilled
by his father Yeshwantrao Ghorpade, the
Maharaja of Sandur, who was a nature
lover. Mr M Y Ghorpade was introduced to
wildlife photography by eminent nature
photographer late M Krishnan.
Born on 7th December 1931, M Y Ghorpade
was initially educated in Sandur and later at
St Joseph’s College in Bengaluru, followed
by a post-graduation in economics at
Cambridge University in 1952. He was the
recipient of an honorary doctorate from
Mysore University in 2006. Mr Ghorpade at
the time of his retirement was chairmanemeritus of Sandur Manganese and Iron
Ores Limited (SMIORE), which was started
by his father in 1954 and converted by him
into a public venture company.
‘Sunlight and Shadows: An Indian Wildlife
Photographer’s Diary’ is a testament of the
wildlife of India. First published in 1983 in
London by Victor Gollanz and later revised
with an enlarged version by Penguin Books
India, the book has interesting tales of Mr
Ghorpade’s experiences in the wild. With
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a foreword by the then Prime Minister of
India, Mrs Indira Gandhi, it features the
best of his works in the Indian sanctuaries.
There is an interesting story to the
photograph ‘Tusker in rain’. The image
was taken in a scary situation with Mr
Ghorpade’s jeep stuck in the forest path
due to heavy monsoon rains in Bandipur.
There was no possibility of escape or an
attempt to move the vehicle grounded in
the slush. One can imagine the intense
scenario where one cannot do anything but
wait for the intensity to subside wishing the
tusker just walked away! But Mr Ghorpade
took great advantage of this moment and
with his reflex skills captured the moment
as the tusker rubbed aggressively on the
tree trunk after having plastered itself with
mud. Only after the animal left the scene,
were Mr Ghorpade and his men able to
pull out the vehicle. In his book he recalls,
that such challenges are faced quite
often by wildlife photographers. ‘Tusker
in rain’ featured commonly in his set of
masterpieces. In 1977 it won the Australian
Museum Award and in 1988 a gold medal
at the International Exhibition of Nature
photography held in Finland.
In a time when color photography had
gradually been introduced and color slides
preferred by many for nature photography,
Mr Ghorpade favoured the monochrome
medium because of its relative permanence
compared to color technology and the
scope for artistic expression. He detested
the use of flash in wildlife photography.
He came to this conclusion after his
experience of photographing a panther in
Sandur in 1968, on a moonlit night using a
remotely triggered flash, which frightened
the panther and made it run away from
the bait. He also did not take up digital
photography and preferred analogue
craftsmanship.
According to the legendary nature
photographer, late T N A Perumal, a close
associate and one who accompanied him
on many trips to the wildlife sanctuaries,
Mr Ghorpade was a perfectionist and a selfcritic. In his book, Mr Ghorpade emphasizes
the attributes required by a wildlife
photographer and goes on to explain that
patience and the ability to remain perfectly
silent for a sufficiently long time, and at
the same time to remain ever alert to every
developing situation due to the dynamics
involved, are important.
Winning a top award, which included a
cash prize, in the F11 and FAG international
6

salon, Mr Ghorpade participated regularly
in both national and international salons
as a member of the Mysore Photographic
Society. In 1976, he was awarded the
‘Fellowship’ of The Royal Photographic
Society of Great Britain (FRPS) and
the ‘Excellence’ (EFIAP) distinction
of Federation International de l’Art
Photographique (FIAP) for his monochrome
panel of wildlife. It was followed by the
‘Maitre’ – the Master distinction (MFIAP) of
FIAP in 1983. In the process, he became the
first wildlife photographer to achieve this
prestigious distinction. In 1985 he received
the Karnataka Rajyotsava award and later
in 1994 the Karnataka Lalitha Kala Academy
award. Mr Ghorpade was also part of
the team that won India the FIAP World
Cup in Nature photography four times
consecutively.
Environmental conservation was dear
to Mr Ghorpade. His political career
helped him contribute effectively in
this direction. He was involved in many
projects associated with environment
protection in Karnataka. He joined politics
and the Congress party in 1954 and was
the Finance Minister, Government of
Karnataka from 1972 to 1977. He was also
the Minister for Rural Development and
Panchayat Raj for 7 years. Later he was
elected as a Member of Parliament from
Raichur Lok Sabha constituency in 1986.
His efforts as a 7 time MLA and 3 time MP,
for decentralization, rural development,
education, employment, women welfare
apart from nature conservation were
significant. In the book ‘Encounters in the
Forest’ edited by Mr T N A Perumal and
Mr M N Jayakumar, published in 2001, Mr
Ghorpade, a minister then, contributed
his photographs. He donated 150 acres
that were part of his inheritance to nature
conservation. He also became the driving
force behind the setting up of the Daroji
Sloth Bear Sanctuary near Sandur, Bellary
District. He retired from active politics in
2004. Mr Ghorpade was an active Rotarian
and a Paul Harris Fellow.
Mr Ghorpade was interested in writing
and authored many books on nature.
Apart from ‘Sunlight & Shadows, An Indian
Wildlife Photographer’s Diary’, they include
‘Winged Friends’ (2005), ‘Three Stories’
(2007) and the autobiography, ‘Down
Memory Lane’.
He lived his last years in Sandur where
he taught English in Sandur Residential
School, a school that was more than fifty
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Wildlife Photographer lives on.

years old. Mr Ghorpade’s images ‘Tusker in
rain’, ‘Saurus cranes greeting each other’
(‘Sarus crane in Conjugal Display’), ‘Tiger
on the Rock’, ‘Sparring elephants’, and
many more will remain as some of the
finest photographs ever made by an Indian
wildlife photographer. His deep connection
with the wild is reflected in ‘Sunlight
& Shadows’, where he writes; “Wildlife
photography and wandering in unspoilt
natural environments are activities, which
I will not voluntarily give up. They are an
inseparable part of my life.”
The legacy of the Maharaja, Politician and
Mohammed Arfan Asif

MPSA, EFIAP/p, ARPS, MICS, FICS, MIUP,
c*MoL, Hon YPS

Sri Asif is a pictorial, portrait and
landscapes specialist. He has
lectured, judged international
salons in India and abroad and
has been a columnist on the art
of photography for magazines.
A life member of YPS and now
settled in Dubai, he is the
organizer for the Dubai chapter
of Royal Photographic Society
and is the country representative
for Image Colleague Society.

Study of Select Pictures of M Y
Ghorpade
Mr M Y Ghorpade FRPS MFIAP, was an
acknowledged authority on wildlife and a
photographer of rare talent. He thrived in
the black and white negative since it has
a longer life, can be substantially enlarged
in print, and thWWe tonal range and
texture can be very pleasing. He insisted
that black and white photography needs
good lighting and should be technically
perfect. He always strived to achieve that
perfection in his pictures and became the
first wildlife photographer to be honoured
with the prestigious distinction of Maitre
de la Fédération Internationale de l'Art
Photographique (MFIAP). Let us look at
some of his well captured images.

Tiger on the rock
The tiger is always called the gentleman of
the forest and this picture of the resting
tiger is a fine portrayal of a tiger as a
‘gentleman’ in its natural habitat. While the
beauty and the glamour of the tiger would
look lovely in colour, the black and white
picture has its own charm.
The tones that have been brought out so
well in this picture show complete control
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Tiger on the rock © M Y Ghorpade FRPS MFIAP

over his equipment, knowledge of the
light condition and approach towards the
subject. The darkened tones of the rock
on which the tiger is sitting and the lighter
tones of the foliage in the background,
especially the halo behind the head, makes
the image eye-catching. The background
and foreground include elements depicting
the habitat while the main subject,
the tiger, stands out in this beautifully
composed image. The image follows
the rule of thirds composition, thereby
enhancing its aesthetic quality, at the
same time depicting the
photographic approach
of the photographer in
nature.

facing the sky. The elegance of these
birds is caught beautifully by the camera.
These lovely birds are paired for life. If the
partner dies, the other one too dies by
starving itself. This calling out behaviour of
the pair, called ‘Unison Call’ is to denote or
reassure themselves of the mated status.
This picture is a typical example of a
photographer being ‘AT THE RIGHT PLACE,
AT THE RIGHT TIME‘. Shot from a hide near
their nest in the Keoladeo Ghana national
park, Bharatpur, Mr Ghorpade could take
this picture only because of his habit of

Mr
Ghorpade
took
this picture in Kanha
tiger reserve, Madhya
Pradesh,
using
his
Haasselblad EL camera
with 250 mm Sonnar lens
set to f/5.6 at 1/250th of
a second. This was shot
from the elephant back
about 15-20 meters from
the rock on which the
tiger rested.

Sarus cranes
greeting each
other
This lovely image of a
pair of Sarus cranes
depicts
the
typical
behaviour of the bird,
calling out with its head

7

Sarus cranes greeting each other © M Y Ghorpade FRPS MFIAP
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constantly looking through the viewfinder,
as he had stated. Else he would have
missed it since this action of this conjugal
bliss lasted for only a few seconds.
Here the beautiful tonal value of the
background and the birds have been
brought out excellently and the treatment
of colour of the birds stands out so well
against the background. The photographer
has intelligently included the eggs lying
on the ground in the frame, which adds to
complete the story. Sometimes, inclusion
or deletion of a subject gives a twist to the
story. The photographer should be quick
enough to grab the situation and decide
immediately, whether to include or delete
a subject.
Here, the vertical composition has given the
image a different perspective. The habitat is
very well brought out in this extraordinary
image and not to miss that, the rule of
thirds has been thoroughly adhered to in
the composition. The picture has been shot
with his Hasselblad EL camera, using a 500
mm telephoto lens set to f/8 aperture and
1/250th of a second shutter speed.

Tusker in rain
Most of the photographers would not dare
to take out their cameras when it is raining
in the forest. This legend has not only
dared to take out his equipment to capture
the beauty but has come out with one of
the outstanding images of a tusker in rain.
One would not have enjoyed the beauty of
this picture in colour as much as in black
and white. We can see the photographer’s
complete control over the situation. During
the rains, the light is dull and the tusker,
which is a dark subject, is very difficult
to shoot in low light conditions. Despite
all these, Mr Ghorpade has made an
astounding image, depicting the mood of
the tusker and the streaks of water falling
from the huge body of the tusker. The
accumulation of soil on its head and body
denotes the typical dusting nature of the
mammoths.
While focussing rain drops with digital
cameras still remains a challenge, this
legend knew the exact settings on a film
camera to capture the beauty of the jungle

Tusker in rain © M Y Ghorpade FRPS MFIAP

during rains. The meander of the game
road and the canopy on top is tastefully
added with the bold tusker in the centre.
Here, again the rule of third finds it place
perfectly, that too for a vertical image.
Mr Ghorpade had taken this picture in
Bandipur national park, on a rainy day
while his jeep was stuck in the slushy
road of the forest. This elephant was an
accidental entrant to the location and Mr
Ghorpade did not miss the action, to create
a beautiful and iconic image despite the
rains. This was shot with his Hasselblad
camera and 250 mm Sonnar lens.

H V Praveen Kumar MFIAP, FRPS,
AICS, Hon APSG, Hon YPS

Mr Praveen Kumar is a renowned
wildlife photographer. A life
member of YPS, he has served
YPS as the president. He has
over 2500 salon acceptances
with over 250 awards. He
earned his MFIAP distinction for
the portfolio of nature prints
and Fellowship of RPS for his
portfolio of Royal Bengal Tigers.
He has held solo exhibitions in
Bengaluru, Mysuru, Belgaum,
Udupi and Jabalpur. He has been
a jury panel member in national
and international salons. He is
also a Kannada theatre artist
and has acted in a few TV serials.
He works as a Superintendent of
central GST.

We thank Mr H V Praveen Kumar and Mr Kannan Ranganathan, Asst General Manager (Liaison), The Sandur Manganese & Iron Ores Ltd,
for providing scanned versions of the images taken by Mr M Y Ghorpade. The scanned versions may not be exact replications of the
original prints.
-Editorial Team
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Framing
the Frame

Flying High on Himalayas
without a foreground
subject.
Therefore,
later he shot some
Himalayan birds at the
same period elsewhere
in the required camera
angle and creatively
added those Himalayan
birds into the frame in
the right place. This has
been a huge success,
winning many awards
in
open
categories
of
Monochrome,
Minimalism, Lines &
Curves, and such in the
photography
salons
worldwide.

Fly High © Krishna Bhat EFIAP/b, EFIP, EPSA, cMoL

“You don’t take a photograph, you make
it” -Ansel Adams (1902-1984), American
photographer.
Aerial view of landscape is always
fascinating when you fly high in an aircraft.
When an enterprising photographer gets
a chance to fly to strange destinations,
he would also take it as an opportunity
to capture landscape through the aircraft
window either with a proper camera or at
least a smart phone. Here is a good example
to analyse how extraordinary scenes can
be captured if proper preparation and
planning could be done prior to boarding
the plane, specifically flying to Himalayan
destinations.
Mr

Krishna

EFIAP/b,

EFIP,

Bhat

EPSA,

author of this
landscape picture
titled ‘Fly High’ is a
life member of YPS
and is the lead of
salon participation
Krishna Bhat
subcommittee. He
had an opportunity in the month of January
a few years ago, to fly from New Delhi to Leh,
by a commercial flight to further undertake
trekking in those Himalayan ranges. He
had been to Leh earlier and had a fair idea
of the atmosphere, climatic conditions
with ambient temperature falling below
minus 20 degrees making all round mist
cMoL,
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rise gradually in winter mornings in the
vast landscape of Himalayas, creating
a spellbinding view. This time, before
boarding the flight, he selected his seat
to be adjacent to a rear window to get a
clear outside view, at the appropriate
side after studying the direction of early
morning sunlight. He also set his camera
ready for anticipated exposures when the
flight took off. These preparations show the
importance of planning each of the minute
points, especially when we undertake a
travel to unique destinations.
So, for Krishna, it was not a chance shot,
instead a pre-determined shot of an ever
fresh vast landscape with wonderful mist
all through and peeping mountain peaks
with proper contrasts, curves and lines
of light, in a rhythmic pattern. Another
important point for new participants in
photography salons is that in monochrome
or colour open sections, interesting
manipulations are permitted to enhance
pictorial qualities of an image. Krishna says
the original shot in raw mode was without
the flying birds in the foreground. He
processed it in monochrome and submitted
in several salons in Landscape section. It
was accepted in many salons and won a
few awards too. He sought input from an
expert during a YPS salon judging event
and learnt that the picture lacks artistic
pictorial quality, as it was just an aerial shot
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He used Canon EOS
60D camera with 18-135
mm lens set to 79 mm
focal length, aperture
of f/7.1, shutter speed of
1/1000th of a second and
ISO-100. Technically, all these parameters
are most satisfactory to get the desired
outcome.
Artistically, the picture has most of the
aesthetic beauty factors in it, specifically
with the inwards flying Himalayan birds,
which are added by the author. These birds
in the right place in foreground provide a
3D effect to the pleasing vast landscape,
enhancing vitality in the frame.
Darker mountain in the lower part provides
support to the frame. Repetitive pattern
created by the peaks and folds amidst
rising mist from the bottom of each of
those mountains gradually moving towards
upper part miles away, making a great
impact and giving infinite divine feel to the
onlooker.
Overall, the pictorial presentation has been
outstanding, and the creation of Mr Krishna
Bhat is highly appreciated.

K S Rajaram AFIAP, Hon YPS, is a life
member and director of YPS. He is
an author, teacher and mentor in
the field of photography.
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Featured
Article

Different moods of Noori
In February 2019, two of us travelled from
Bengaluru to Ranthambore National Park.
We were picked up by a photographer friend
of mine in Jaipur, who drove us to Sawai
Madhopur in his swanky Mercedes-Benz
car. We stopped on the way at Chandlai lake
about 30 kms from Jaipur, to photograph
some water birds. After a quick lunch at
one of the roadside dhabas, we reached
Sawai Madhopur in the late afternoon and
checked into a lovely property, Tiger Roar.
For anyone interested, I would definitely
recommend this place with lavish rooms
and good food.
We were in Ranthambore only for two
days. On the first day, we did the morning
and evening safari. The good thing about
Ranthambore National Park is that, for a
small fee, they allow change of zones after
the allotment of a safari ticket. We sighted
7 tigers on the first day, after changing the
allotted zone for the afternoon safari. That
is when we met Mr Shakir Ali, the naturalist,
in the afternoon safari. We were amazed by
the wealth of knowledge this gentleman
possessed about the park and its different
bird species. Apparently, he has written
a handbook on the different birds of
Ranthambore National Park.
We had booked a full day safari for the
next day. Though the cost is steep, a full
day safari in a good season makes a lot
of sense. By about 10 am, all the safari
vehicles leave the park. We get a summary
of all the sightings, in different zones, as
all the jeeps report their sightings at the
respective chowkies, at the exit points of
different zones. There are no restrictions
for a full day safari vehicle, and we can hop
from zone to zone based on the sighting

Female Tiger trying to Woo a Male

Nikon D850 with Nikon 300 mm f/2.8 lens + 1.4x Teleconverter,
ISO 800, f/6.3, 1/500 sec.

reports. We had decided to retain Shakir Ali
as the naturalist for the day, which again
could be done officially, for a small fee.
We started our full day safari early, as the
full day safari jeeps are allowed to enter
15 minutes earlier than the others and can
leave the park in the evening 15 minutes
later. We entered Zone-5. After driving for
about 20 minutes, we sighted our first tiger
of the day. It was near a waterhole and the
sighting was from far. We just got a glimpse
of the animal and no good photographs
could be clicked. We moved on and sighted
an old male, who was sleeping on a grass
bed and refused to budge even after
waiting for about 30 minutes. In another
20 minutes, we sighted two subadult tigers
behind a bush. There were too many shrubs
covering them and no good photographs
again.

We roamed around for another 90 minutes
without luck, photographed a couple of
birds on the way. By then, it was time for
the regular safari vehicles to leave the
park. Shakir Ali made a few phone calls
and got information on sightings in Zone1 and Zone-2. We drove towards Zone-1.
We sighted two young tigers, a male and a
female. The female made efforts to woo the
male, but the male showed no interest. The
tigress then gave up and came to the road
and sat there. Here we could click some
good pictures of the tigress, sitting on the
jeep path with lush green background.
After about 30 minutes of posing for us, the
tigress moved back to where the male was
and they both slept off!
We then went in search of the sighting
in Zone-2. We found our tigress Noori,
sleeping under a Banyan tree, on a nice
rock-bed. What a lovely tigress she was!
young, bold, fierce and had a beautiful
face! Noori (T-105) is the queen of Zone2 safari area in Ranthambore National
Park. She is the daughter of Noor (T-39),
the famous tigress of Ranthambore and
Singhasth (T57).
We were the only people there, as there
were just 3 full day safari vehicles booked
for the day. It was about 11:30 am when we
first sighted Noori. She would intermittently
wake up from her slumber, give us a sharp
stare and go back to sleep again.

The Stage

Nikon D500 with Nikon 70-200 mm lens, ISO 400, f/4, 1/1250th sec.
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Our initial enthusiasm of photographing
her sleeping, occasionally rising her head,
lasted for about 45 minutes. We then started
looking at each other’s faces! There was
news of sightings of Noor, Noori’s mother,
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about 10 kms away. Mr Rehman, our driver
asked if we should go and check out Noor.
We were just contemplating it. That was
when Shakir Ali made the decision for us
and said we should stay put. Immediately
to the left of us was a small stream and to
our right where Noori was sleeping, was a
rock formation like a ramp. Shakir said that
Noori would eventually wake up and either
come to the water or walk up the rock
and either way we would get some good
photographs. In retrospect, I am thankful
to Shakir for this advice.
So, for the next two and a half hours, we
spent checking our phones, clicking some
water birds in the stream, chit-chatting in
hushed voices and ate our packed lunch,
all in about 200 meters from the sleeping
tigress!
It was 3 pm by now and the jeeps of the
afternoon safari in Zone-2 started rushing
towards us as they had already got the
news of Noori’s sighting. We had positioned
our jeep in the best possible angle since we
had ample time for it and were ready for
the show.

Who’s Disturbing My Sleep

Nikon D850 with Nikon 200 mm f/2.8 lens + 1.4x Teleconverter,
ISO 1000, f/7.1, 1/1250th sec.

The noisy safari jeeps jolted Noori from her
deep slumber and that was the moment we
were waiting for! The shutters went off at
top speed.

She stretched herself a little, yawned a
couple of times and got herself out of the
sleep mode.

Coming Out of the Slumber
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Noori then stretched herself, regained her composure, walked
up the rocky ramp and posed for us. Sheer beauty, dignity,
divinity, and self-confidence, all that a tiger stands for; all the
reasons I love photographing this majestic animal. Serene is
my favourite tiger photograph, as yet.

Serene

Nikon D850 with Nikon 300 mm f/2.8 lens +1.4x
Teleconverter, ISO 1000, f/7.1, 1/250th sec.

More safari vehicles joined in and more
shutterbugs joined us. In this picture, Noori
seems to be stamping her authority, telling us
who owns the place by this typical ‘Lion King’
posture, or should I rather say, ‘Tiger Queen
attitude’!

Own this Place!

Nikon D850 with Nikon 300 mm f/2.8 lens +1.4x Teleconverter,
ISO 1000, f/7.1, 1/250th sec.
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Nikon D850 with Nikon 300 mm f/2.8 lens + 1.4x Teleconverter, ISO 800, f/7.1, 1/500th sec.

The Stare!

She then decided to walk
further along the stone ramp
and check us out. I still can feel
the chill running down my spine
looking straight into a tiger's
eyes. Scary and at the same
time divine! I cannot forget that
moment ever in my life.

More safari jeeps came to noisy screeching
halts around us. Noori was visibly annoyed.
She did not hesitate to show the displeasure
on her face. She then slowly walked down
the stone ramp and disappeared into
the deep jungle. The jeeps followed her
for some distance. I did not want to click
anymore pictures, after spending those 5
hours watching this beautiful creature.

As the cliché goes, patience always pays.
It is so true in wildlife photography. I am
glad that we opted for a full day safari and
thankful to Shakir Ali and our good fortune
on that day. I got my best tiger photographs
till date. More than the photographs, it
was the sheer experience that was truly
magical.
- Ranganath C AFIP

Mr Ranganath is a keen nature and wildlife
photographer. He has visited a few tiger
reserves in India and the national park
in Kenya. A member of the YPS salon
participation group, he has exhibited his
pictures in photography salons across India
and in more than 20 countries. He has close
to 1000 acceptances including about 100
awards in these salons.

Annoyed

Nikon D850 with Nikon 300 mm f/2.8 lens + 1.4x Teleconverter, ISO 800,
f/7.1, 1/500th sec.
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Distance running is his other passion, and
he has run over a dozen half-marathons
in various cities of India. Ranganath is an
orthopaedic surgeon by profession.
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EFIP/Gold- Anitha Mysore EFIAP, EPSA, EIUP, c**MoL, GPU-CR3, EFIP, EFIP/g, GPA.PESGSPC

01 - Cheery morning

02 - A breath of fresh air

03 - Broek in waterland

04 - Serene

05 - Cloud art

Statement of intent
This portfolio showcases the lives and sights of the country side in Netherlands on a chilly winter day. Starting with the quaint sleepy village
of Broek in Waterland, gliding through a charming fairyland called Giethoorn, traversing the fishing villages of Monnickendam, Marken and
Voldendam and finally saying goodbye in Zaanse Schans with its typial windmills.
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06 - Monnickendam.

07 - Three grandmas.

08 - Volendam

09 - Wooden houses

10 - An evening in paradise
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Just
Grasp It

Shutter of the Night
‘Click’ - That characteristic sound we hear,
which a camera makes as it snaps a photo
is the camera’s shutter. Though the shutter
may move the same way each time we take
a photograph, it does not always move at
the same speed. If so, how exactly does the
shutter speed play into the whole exposure
triangle we know of?
All the pieces of the exposure triangle
- Aperture, ISO and shutter speed determine the exposure in a camera. Each
of these factors complement each other
and compensates in such a way that one
can achieve similar exposure results by
adjusting the variables in relation to one
another. In short, faster the shutter speed,
easier it is to capture the subject and
‘freeze’ motion without blur, and lesser are
the effects of camera shake. In contrast,
slower shutter speeds are best used to
suggest motion, like the flowing waterfalls
we saw in the previous article (Ref: Dṛṣṭi
Nov 2020) or any moving subject.
Shutter speed is fathomably the most
creative adjustment available to the digital
photographer. Utilizing shutter speed to
the best of its ability offers a big gamut
of opportunities, such as freezing action,
capturing motion, mitigating low light and
enabling night photography.
In this article, we will take a broad highlevel look at the shutter speed and night
photography.

1/2 sec, f/4, ISO
800, Exposure
compensation
of -0.67
Manikarnika
ghats, Kashi

Guide Me Home © Hema Narayanan EFIP, AFIAP, cMoL, QPSA

at night comes with its own set of
challenges. Tripod is a must. Dynamic
range problems abound and the process of
exposure for a photographer is not often
intuitive. However, if one understands
the basics of exposure, then one already
knows how to successfully expose night
photographs.
Before looking at shutter speed, preliminary
settings for night:
1.

Using manual mode is better due to
more control over settings

2.

Shooting in raw format is a good idea
– more so imperative at night

3.

For starters, it is best to let the camera
meter (scene used to determine the
proper brightness level) attempt to
average out all the tones in the scene,
done by the camera’s automatic
metering mode. Canon calls it
Evaluative; Nikon calls it Matrix and
Sony calls it Multi-segment.

Shutter Speed at Night
How does shutter speed play a role in
shooting simple subjects we come across
during our travels at night, be it a landscape,
street, travel scene or cityscape?
We must acknowledge that photographing

1 sec, f/6.3, ISO
800
Singapore

Now comes setting of the shutter speed:
For every scene, the shutter speed will
vary depending on factors such as, how
much light is available in the scene in
front of you, the scene chosen to meter for
exposure, how close the subject is to you or
the set values of ISO and aperture.
Choosing the right shutter speed for
the situation is crucial. Let us look at a
rough list of shutter speeds (measured in
milliseconds or seconds). One can use this
as a guiding tool on the field:
1/4000 to 1/500 of a second: Freezing
action of fast-moving subjects or sudden
moments happening at varied speeds
(from freezing the movement of baseball
players to flight of birds to vehicles or
people)
1/250 to 1/125 of a second: Good speed
for still subjects, portrait, macro or still life
situations
1/60 of a second: Ideal speed for handheld
photography when light is low and panning
1/15 to 1/2 of a second: Capturing slow
movements such as people walking,
moving objects, vehicles in traffic, water
bodies or inducing motion blurs.
1 second: Suited for twilight photography,
where the sun has not yet set completely,
but there’s inadequate light for the right
exposure
More than 1 second: This is where night
photography begins to play a role. Play with
settings along with setting of the ISO and
aperture values.

Gardens by the Bay © Hema Narayanan EFIP, AFIAP, cMoL, QPSA
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8 seconds,
f/8, ISO 200
centreweighted
metering
Badami
caves

At times, nightscapes can be captured in
even lesser than 1 second, based on the
available light in the scene being sufficient
as well as ISO and aperture settings.
ISO: Typically, we set this first. It is dark, so
one could be inclined to increase the ISO to
the highest value possible. But remember
it leads to digital noise in the photos;
suggested in most scenes: ISO 800-1600.
Aperture: We set this next. In night
photography, we do not need a depth of
field as deep as one would want if shooting

Environmental junkies would really like this
photography fact. We can pat ourselves on
our back next time we open Photoshop
because the chemicals used in a dark room
are actually not so good for the environment.
Also, the majority of chemicals utilised in
the black and white darkroom are classified
in the order of non-toxic to slightly toxic.
In spite, black and white developers can
be toxic, especially if when ingested or
inhaled or when it gets in contact with bare
skin.

Dusk so divine © Hema Narayanan EFIP, AFIAP, cMoL, QPSA

Setting Exposure values

Did
you
know
that
Digital
photography is better for the planet
than
traditional
photography?

landscapes. Ultimately the backgrounds
are going to be black. Hence need to look
at an opening which gives a decent depth
of field, but also allows a lot of light into
the camera. Suggested thereby: f/4 to f/8

Long shutter speeds can also be calculated
with, the ‘500 rule’ or the ‘300 rule’ in
photography. Have you used it before?
I leave you wondering what these rules
really do for a photographer!

Shutter speed: Finally, the hero of our
discussion needs to be set. As the ISO
and aperture are set, just set the shutter
speed to whatever the meter says to get
an optimal exposure. For the most part,
experiment on the ground from say ½ or
1 second, to find the best speed to frame
what you see.

(to be continued)

Hema

Narayanan EFIP,
Professional
photographer, writer and mentor
on photography. Her website is
www.hemanarayanan.com

AFIAP, cMoL, QPSA,

Leopard with a kill © M Y Ghorpade FRPS, MFIAP
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YPS Meet Webinars
Perplexing Perspective
On Sunday, the
1st November, YPS
Meet webinar was
an
educational
presentation
on
‘Perplexing
Perspective’ by Mr
Ashok Kandimalla,
an
experienced
and knowledgeable photographer from
Chennai. With three decades of experience
and having conducted more than 100
workshops, he has the finer aspects of
photography at his fingertips and an ability
to teach the complex subject in a lucid
manner. He has also contributed numerous
articles on photography to leading
publications.
Thanking YPS, Mr Kandimalla began the
session listing on topics to be covered such
as perspective, its properties, distortion,
correction, and conclusion. We all see
objects in 3-dimensions: height, width,
and depth. But the image of the same on
a screen or paper is in 2 dimensions of
height and width only. Perspective is the
projection or representation of an image by
converting it from 3D as we see to 2D onto a
medium, which does not have depth.
As the human brain is also equipped with
information on the things and objects
we see, we perceive the 2D image as an
object of 3D. Citing the examples of a
building that looks leaning backwards and
a close-up portrait with disproportionate
features, he said it was not distortion as
is generally mistaken but the perspective,
which is the relative size of foreground and

Lady in Red © Ashok Kandimalla

background objects. This happens because
of two properties of perspective; the
objects closer to the camera appear larger
and far away objects smaller. Another
aspect is foreshortening, which means the
dimensions of objects along the line of our
sight from front to back are smaller than
dimensions of objects sideways.
He demonstrated that perspective changes
according to distance of foreground and
background elements from the camera and
not because of focal length. The mantra is
“to change perspective, move the camera
and to change overall image size uniformly,
change the focal length”. Distortions such
as barrel (bulging outwards), pincushion
(hollowing inside) or the actual bending

Understanding perspective helps in creating
depth in landscapes and portraits with
proportionate features. Also, converging
verticals can be corrected in many ways;
with sophisticated camera, tilt-shift lens,
shooting from elevated position, distancing
from subject or in post-processing. Forced
perspective involves having smaller scale
models closer to the camera to make it life
size.
The insightful presentation concluded
with an amusing video depicting forced
perspective.

My Kulasai Experience
The webinar on
Sunday, the 8th
November
2020
was
a
unique
presentation
on
the cultural festival
of Kulasai Dasara
by YPS Member
Mr
Rajasimha
Sathyanarayana AFIP, cMoL. A qualified artist
and a graphic designer by profession,
Rajasimha is also a keen photographer.
His photographs have been exhibited in 15
countries with more than 350 acceptances
and several awards.
Thanking YPS, Rajasimha enlightened on
the festival of Kulasai Dasara, which is

Fire in motion © Rajasimha Sathyanarayana AFIP, cMoL.
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celebrated every year during Dasara in the
nondescript town of Kulasekarapattinam
in Tamil Nadu. The festival involves a
large number of devotees dressed as
mythological and other characters and
carrying fire pots in a procession to the
temple of Muttharamman and giving their
offerings. The festivities last for 12 days
with the climax on Vijayadashami day.
It is indeed a colourful pageantry with
unlimited opportunities for photography of
portraits, candid shots, and the fair itself.
At the outset, Rajasimha explained his
month-long preparation of browsing
through images, deciding on equipment
and other logistics before visiting the
event. The talk was divided into three parts:
Preparation, Procession and Culmination.
The participants of the festival begin their
preparations well ahead, including deciding
on the characters they would show up as,
getting the costumes and painting the face
and body in vibrant colours. The people are
quite friendly, and communication is not a
problem. He displayed several colourful
portraits and candid shots of preparations.
The procession has a large number of
performers in a trance surrounded by a
human chain. With the huge crowd and
excitement all around, a photographer has
to make do with one lens like 24-70 mm.
It is better to avoid taking any backpack
or tripod, as also the filters and flashes.
Treading around has to be careful not
to get injured or equipment damaged.
High dynamic range full frame cameras
are better for the poor ambient light and
action. Shooting at a shutter speed of
1/125th of a second or above, with ISO
value of 6400-8000 is imperative. Among
the numerous photographs full of action,
colour and the mood, the image of a man
carrying a fire pot with blurred background
was particularly outstanding.
The culmination involves the performers
placing the fire pots at a designated
place after their obeisance, removing the
decorations and a dip in the sea.
At the end of the presentation, the viewers
had the feeling of having attended the fair
itself.

Experimentation with Form
and Color
The webinar on Sunday, the 22nd
November, was by creative photographer
from Lucknow, Mr Anil Risal Singh, MFIAP,
ARPS, Hon FIP, Hon LCC, FFIP, AIIPC, Hon FSoF, Hon
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Blue is beautiful © Anil Risal Singh MFIAP, ARPS, Hon FIP
FPAC, Hon TAPS, Hon FSAP, Hon FICS, Hon PESGSPC,
Hon FPSNJ, Hon MTPAS, Hon MSAP, Hon FWPAI, Hon
FGNG, Hon GMGNG, Hon GMTPAS, Hon GMSAP, Hon FPMP,

Hon FAPF, Hon FLAS, Hon FFU, GPA.PESGSPC, about
experimentation with form and colour.
He had been serving in the Ministry of
Culture before retirement and has been
passionately pursuing photography for the
last 45 years bagging 250 awards and more
than 1500 acceptances in various salons.
The thought of creating beauty out of
simple and often overlooked subjects was
what made him start the new journey of
experimenting with form and colour.

Thanking YPS, he
began the session
sharing
some
monochrome
landscape images
from Ladakh and
Uttarakhand.
The
talk was enriched
with frequent valuable quotes from great
personalities. Displaying an image of cave
painting from Indonesia, he said colourful
geometric patterns and graphics were a
medium of expression from ancient times
when there was no language. In Indian
tradition colours and patterns symbolized
rituals and practices like rangolis and
alpanas. Even artisan work like pottery
provided ample opportunities for creative
images. As beauty is in the eyes of the
beholder, photographs can be made
anytime by anyone even from mobile
phones, thanks to technology.
Creativity can be found in immediate
surroundings even in debris and dilapidated
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structures. “Simplicity is the ultimate
sophistication” as said by Leonardo da Vinci
holds good in photography too. The images
that followed vividly depicted the forms
and colours related to natural subjects
such as blue shades of sea, tree trunk
designs and curvy shapes of Adenium plant
to artistic patterns and symmetries of manmade structures, sometimes with human
elements as well. To create such images,
Mr Singh said, one has to distance from the
cliché and avoid repetition of style, subject,
and content so as not to make it stale. The
image has to be visualized, conceived,
segregated, isolated, and created. These
were well demonstrated in his case studies
on Residency, an old building in Lucknow,
the Jantar Mantar of Jaipur, and the Lotus
temple of New Delhi with awesome images
of artistic beauty.
Dwelling on the montage technique of
creating a photograph from several images
pioneered by Oscar Gustave Rejlander,
Mr Singh shared some of his montages
as also the sets of photographs that won
him many awards including the Maitre
de la Fédération Internationale de l’Art
Photographique (Master of the FIAP –
MFIAP) in 2012.
As the presentation concluded, Mr Anil
Risal Singh had virtually taken the viewers
on a journey of photographic creativity.
B V Prakash, is an avid
mountaineer, photographer and
travel writer. He is a life member of
YPS and member of Dṛṣṭi editorial
team.
Youth Photographic Society

YPS’ L’il Masters - Children’s
Day Celebration
On Sunday, the 15th November 2020, on
occasion of Children’s day, YPS proudly
presented its 3 award-winning little
masters: Ms Anagha Mohan, Master Param
Jain and Ms Yukthi Padmakar Reddy.
Accompanied by their parents, who
imbibed, nurtured and encouraged them to
pursue their passion in photography, these
3 masters were introduced to the audience.
Ms Anagha Mohan, a
class 9 student from
Poornaprajna Education
Centre,
Bengaluru,
developed her interest
in photography watching
her father Mr Manju
Mohan K S, an awardwinning wildlife photographer himself and
a YPS member. She has been associated
with YPS for the last 3 years and is a winner
of 2 Youth Awards in Nature and Color
Sections respectively at the YPS All India
Digital Salon 2020. During the webinar,
Anagha showcased some of her amazing
collection of wildlife photographs from
across the country, including Jim Corbett
National Park, Bandipur National Park,
Little Rann of Kutch, Ranganathittu, Coorg

Jumbo © Anagha Mohan

Dhaiva Narthana © Param Jain

and many more. The audience were also
treated to some of her amazing macro
photographs.
Master Param Jain, a
Class 8 student from
Rotary High School,
Moodubidire,
started
his photography journey
2 years ago, under the
mentorship of his father,
an
award-winning
photographer and YPS Member Mr Jinesh
Prasad EFIP, Hon CPE. Param is a winner of 2
Youth Awards in Travel and Monochrome
sections at the YPS All India Digital Salon
2020.
He began the session showing an
impressive collection of images of Bhoota
Kola from Dakshina Kannada region of
Karnataka, Theyyam from Kerala, Pookare
Kambala from Kadabettu and such. His
knowledge on the various festivities,
knowing exact names of all the daivas and
his perspective of photographing these
festivals left the audience spellbound.
Param concluded his presentation with
some of his favourite bird pictures.
The
presentation
continued with another
bright star in the
horizon, Ms Yukthi
Reddy, a class 9 student
from
MES
Kishore
Kendra Public School,
Bengaluru. Yukthi is
highly influenced by the pictures of her
father Mr Padmakar Reddy, who is a
decorated wildlife photographer and YPS

member. Yukthi is a winner of Youth Award
in Nature Section at the YPS All India Digital
Salon 2020. Passionate about flora and
fauna, she took the audience on a visual
treat across the forests of Nagarahole,
introduced us to the rare Madras Tree
Shrew from Biligirirangana hills, Tigress
Maya from Tadoba, Malabar Pit viper
from Agumbe, and showed the audience
some bioluminescent mushrooms among
many other impressive macro and wildlife
photographs.
With amazing travel and landscape
collection from Hampe and Mysuru, Yukthi
mesmerised the audience with some
photographs of Yakshagana.

Langoor © Yukthi Padmakar Reddy

The knowledge of these 3 photo-artists
on aesthetics, composition and the
technicalities involved in the art of
photography left everyone with a lasting
impression.

Ananth Kamat AFIP
Member, Macro Photography
Subcommittee

Do you have a writer in you?
We welcome contributions from YPS members to Dṛṣṭi in the form of articles on photography such as tips, tools,
techniques, experiments and such useful topics. Please send your writing with accompanying good quality pictures to
drsti@ypsbengaluru.com. Chosen articles will be published in the upcoming issues of this journal.
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YPS Saturday Meet Sessions
Continuing the series of member
presentations in Kannada language
on account of Karnataka Rajyotsava
celebrations, we had two more sessions
during November.

Karnataka Vaibhava - A Memoir
of Karnataka's Grandeur
On 7th November,
we were fortunate to
have YPS President
Mr H Satish MFIAP,

MICS, ARPS, cMoL, GPA.
PESGSPC,

Hon

FICS,

Hon MFIP (Nature), Hon
CPE, Hon PESGSPC, Hon
ECPA,Hon FLAS, Hon FWPAI, Hon FSAP, Hon PSP, Hon

presenting to us a bird's eye view of
the treasures of Karnataka through his
mesmerizing photographs taken through
the years. Having been conferred with
the title ‘State Artist’ by Karnataka Lalitha
Kala Academy, Mr Satish was the perfect
candidate to showcase the grandeur of
Karnataka.

YPS,

He took the audience on a visual journey
across the remarkable heritage sites,
enchanted us with the natural landscapes,
and waterfalls spread across the state and
enthralled the members with photographs
of people, diverse culture and exquisite
traditions.
Mr Satish started his presentation with
photographs of Vidhana Soudha, Attara
Kacheri, and Bengaluru Palace in a neverseen-before avatar. This was followed with
pictures of magnificent carvings in temples
across Beluru, Halebeedu, Belavadi,
Hampi, Badami, Aihole, and Pattadakallu.
The pictures of Maha Mastakabhisheka

Somana Kunitha © H Satish MFIAP, MICS, ARPS, cMoL, GPA.PESGSPC, Hon MFIP (Nature), Hon YPS

from Shravanabelagola, the early morning
Naivedya preparation in Udupi Sri Krishna
temple kitchen, the Tibetan monastery
from Kushalnagar, the Barah Kaman and Gol
Gumbaz from Vijayapura aptly covered the
rich diversity of Karnataka state. Members
were given a visual treat of the action
filled Kambala, the magnificent waterfalls
and landscapes, folk dances and other
art forms, which define why Karnataka is
termed 'One State; Many Worlds'.
The stories narrated by Mr Satish about
some of these places along with the
photography tips and lighting techniques
left the audience desiring for more.

A Colorful Macro World
Macro photography is a world where you
can create visually captivating pictures of
ordinary minute subjects that the human
eye cannot see easily. One artist who is
mastering this technique is Mr Gangadhar
A G FRPS, AFIAP, EFIP, Hon MFIP (Nature). During the
YPS Saturday Meet held on 21st November,

he took the members on a tour to the
magical world of macro photography.
Mr
Gangadhar
captivated
the
audience
with
nearly 150 macro
pictures
taken
over the last few
years, ranging from
backyard flowers to
rare wild orchids.
The members were shown some exciting
behavioral moments of spiders and
fascinating lives of butterflies and other
insects as they unfold in their natural
habitat. The pictures of Indian Jumping
ant, the Long-legged Greenfly, a basking
Oriental Grass-jewel, a bee with pollen
basket and mating Malabar Gliding frogs
made a lasting impression on the viewers.
Emphasizing the importance of diffusers in
the art of macro photography, Gangadhar
introduced some of the flash diffusers he
uses. He also explained how the aperture
and shutter speed play a key role in the
depth of macro subjects, and introduced
the camera gear that he uses.
In macro photography, there is a universe
of subjects available to everyone, enabling
totally different and original approaches.
Mr Gangadhar inspired the audience to
get out there and look at the world a little
closer and imbibed a deep sense of love
and interest in the macro world.
Ananth Kamat AFIP
Member, Macro Photography
Subcommittee

Oriental grass jewel basking © Gangadhar A G FRPS, AFIAP, EFIP, Hon MFIP (Nature)
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YPS in Salons
International Salons (November 2020)

National Salons (November 2020)

Total Exhibits: 1453 | Total Awards : 94

Name

Country

Aegean - Man and Sea

Greece

Finland Digital Circuit

Finland

Campina

Lens And View Salon
Lens Queen Circuit
Light n Shade

Romania
India
India

India

Narikala Photo Exhibition

Georgia

Shadow Hunter Circuit

Croatia,
Serbia,
Montenegro

Optics Photo Contest

Triangular Circuit

Best Club

India

India

Name

Y

Total Exhibits: 1021 | Total Awards: 129
City/Town

F-Stop Circuit

N/A

N/A
Y

Tamilnadu Salon

Y

Tilted Rays Salon

N/A

Telugu Art Photography Salon

N/A

Vivid Photography Society Salon

Kolkata,
Kolkata,
Kolkata

Best Club
Y

Chennai

Y

Habra

Y

Karimnagar
Malkajgiri

Y
Y

Top Ten Exhibitors - National Salons
Mr Gangadhar A G FRPS AFIAP EFIP Hon.MFIP (Nature)
Mr Varadanayaka T P
Mr Sathyanarayana C R EFIAP/b ARPS FICS cMoL Hon.FIP Hon.MFIP (Nature)
Ms Darshan Ganapathy AFIP
Ms Neelima Reddy AFIP
Mr Umashankar B N
Mr Arjun Haarith AFIP
Mr Sandeep Kamath AFIP
Mr Sandeep Dattaraju
Ms Anagha Mohan

Y

N/A
N/A

Top Ten Exhibitors - International Salons
Mr Gangadhar A G FRPS AFIAP EFIP Hon.MFIP (Nature)
Mr Sathyanarayana C R EFIAP/b ARPS FICS cMoL Hon.FIP Hon.MFIP (Nature)
Ms Anitha Mysore EFIAP EPSA EIUP c**MoL GPU-CR3 EFIP GPA.PESGSPC
Dr Pramod Govind Shanbhag EFIAP/s EPSA EFIP ARPS Hon.MFIP (Nature)
Mr Jinesh Prasad AFIP
Mr Sanjay Danait
Ms Neelima Reddy AFIP
Mr K S Manju Mohan AFIP GPU-CR2 cMoL
Ms Darshan Ganapathy AFIP
Mr Udayan Sankar Pal EFIAP EFIP EPSA GPU-CR3 c*MOL

Special Mention:

Mr Sathyanarayana C R - Best Entrant (Male), Vivid Photography
Society Salon
Neelima Reddy - Best Woman Entrant, Telugu Art Photography
Salon

Special Mentions:

Total Best Club Awards Since 2017: 169

Mr Gangadhar A G - Best Indian Entrant, Optics Photo Contest

Data mining by

Note: Facts stated here are based only on the salon participation of YPS members as
part of the group entries

Krishna Bhat

EFIAP/b, EFIP, EPSA, cMoL
Lead, Salon Participation
Subcommittee

Kumbh a journey of renunciation © Neelima Reddy AFIP
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Male lion © M Y Ghorpade FRPS, MFIAP

Snarling tigress © M Y Ghorpade FRPS, MFIAP
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